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Abstract: We report on the field evolution of the microwave spin wave modes in magnonic crystals 
made of square antidot lattices etched in a thin film of Co2MnSi Heusler alloy, and having a lateral size 
s of 200 nm and an edge-to-edge separation d of 600 or 800 nm. The spin wave modes are investigated 
combining ferromagnetic resonance, Brillouin light scattering experiments and micromagnetic 
simulations of the static and dynamic magnetic states as a function of the applied field. We show that 
for applied fields ≥ 10 mT, when the magnetization is quasi-saturated across the crystals, the two 
samples show similar behavior and the two most intense modes in the spin waves spectra correspond 
to a mode extending in the channels comprised between the antidot and a mode localized in the region 
between the antidots. For smaller fields we observe a difference of the measured spectra as a function 
of d. This is attributed to the fact that for d = 800 nm the magnetization remains partially uniform in 
the channel between the antidots due to the Heusler cubic crystal anisotropy, while for d = 600 nm the 
magnetic edge domains around the antidots spread into the channels. Moreover, this anisotropy also 
allows different remanent states when initializing the crystals with a small magnetic field along two 
perpendicular directions. This leads to an efficient excitation or extinction of the spin wave modes, 
making possible to achieve reconfigurable microwave devices exploiting an antidot geometry in a 
metallic ferromagnetic with low damping coefficient. 
 
  

I. Introduction. 
 
Magnonics is the field consisting in 

exciting, manipulating and detecting spin 
waves (SWs) in a magnetic medium. Potential 
applications are extremely broad, among 
which information and beyond CMOS 
technologies, neuromorphic computing, logic 
devices, passive components, magnetic 
sensors1–10. In particular, SWs in ferrimagnets, 
ferromagnets and antiferromagnets offer 
many advantages. For example, their 
frequencies can range from few hundreds of 
MHz to THz for wave vectors ranging from 
millimeters to nanometers11,12.  This offers 
good perspectives to develop low energy 
consumption devices for on-chip integration. 
Moreover, the magnetic nature of the medium 
allows for long life time applications, frequency 
or wavevector tuning with an external 

magnetic field or reconfigurable operations13 
among other advantages.  

Magnonic crystals (MCs) are a class of 
magnonic devices consisting of magnetic 
materials with a periodic modulation of one or 
several magnetic properties such as 
magnetization, internal field or anisotropy. This 
can be achieved by a modulation of the 
geometrical parameters (dots and antidots14–

17, thickness  or width modulation in thin 
films18,19), the magnetic parameters (bi-
component20–23 or ion implanted structures24), 
the applied magnetic field25, the local strain26, 
the magnetic texture27,28. Then, MCs offer a 
great playground for fundamental studies of 
SWs in confined structures and particularly 
interesting phenomena such as SWs stop-
bands, also called frequency band-gaps29,29–31. 

MCs is now an intense field of research 
and already some devices have been 
demonstrated for microwave filtering, delay 
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lines or data processing32–34. Also, they are very 
relevant to make passive microwave devices 
because their band-gaps and operating 
frequencies can be easily tuned by the 
geometrical parameters of the lattice. For 
components such as microwave filters, the 
properties sought for the materials are i) low 
damping coefficient to get long SWs 
propagation distance and ii) high 
magnetization values to operate at frequencies 
up to few GHz (notably for telecommunications 
technologies) and reach large frequency 
bandgaps35,36. For nanoscale integration, the 
device is expected as well to work at 
remanence, which means without the need of 
permanent magnets, and to be compatible 
with nano fabrication processes. Finally, the 
search for reconfigurable operations at 
remanence, i.e.  the possibility to obtain on 
demand different microwave responses, has 
become highly desirable to improve the 
functionalities of the devices37–43.  

The Co2MnSi (CMS) full Heusler alloy is 
very attractive to fulfill all these requirements. 
In particular, it is a half-metal ferromagnet 
leading to a small Gilbert-like damping 
coefficient α below 10-3 44–47. Even if this is still 
one or two orders of magnitude higher than 
YIG ferrites, this material is also interesting for 
its high magnetization value (≈ 5 µB/f.u, µ0Ms ≈ 
1.3 T)48,49 and spin polarization, above 90% 
experimentally46,50,51 allowing to combine 
magnonic and spintronic functionalities2,52. In 
addition, CMS shows a high Curie temperature 
(around 985 K)53,54 and a relatively high cubic 
crystal anisotropy (µ0Hk ≈ 20-30 mT) which was 
predicted to allow reconfigurable SW modes at 
remanence in antidot lattices48,55. However, to 
our knowledge, only few magnonics studies 
have been performed up to now with such 
materials and few Co-based Heusler alloys 
magnonic crystals exist in the literature56–62. 

In this work, we report a systematic 
investigation of the SW modes in two magnonic 
crystals made of squared antidot lattices, 
etched from a thin CMS film, and having a 
lateral size s = 200 nm and an edge-to-edge 
separation d = 600 or 800 nm. The evolution of 
the SW modes as a function of the intensity of 
the external magnetic field applied along a side 
of the antidot arrays, was studied combining 
broadband ferromagnetic resonance and 

micro-focused Brillouin light scattering (micro-
BLS) measurements. Micromagnetic 
simulations of the SWs frequencies at different 
applied field values are found to be in very 
good agreement with the measurements of 
SWs spectra for both crystals, even at low fields 
for which the magnetization shows non-
uniformities. In addition, micro-BLS mapping of 
the main SWs modes confirms the spatial 
profiles obtained in the simulations for the 
modes with the largest intensity.  Finally, for d 
= 800 nm, we show that the cubic anisotropy 
allows to stabilize quasi-uniform remanent 
states when the field is applied in two 
directions perpendicular to each other, leading 
to a very pronounced extinction of the SW 
modes for reconfigurable operations.  

 
II. Methods.  

 
A thin film of CMS with a thickness of 45 

+/- 2 nm has been deposited on a (100) 
oriented MgO crystal substrate by magnetron 
sputtering with a base pressure of 2 x 10-8 
mbar. The layer is deposited at 500°C with a 
speed of about 1 nm/min and annealed at 700° 
for two hours. This procedure favors the L21 
order of the CMS55,63,48. This reference sample 
is then cut into several pieces.  

 
 
FIG. 1 : (a) SEM images of a CMS squared antidot 
array with s = 200 nm and d = 600 nm. (b) Schematic 
of the unit cell used for micromagnetic simulations. 
2D periodic boundary conditions are used in the x 
and y directions. The directions of the CMS cubic 
anisotropy axes are shown in orange. (c,d) Optical 
images of the micro-antenna’s used for field-sweep 
or frequency-sweep FMR measurements (c) and for 
BLS experiments (d). The wave vector direction of 
the propagating SWs in BLS experiments is shown in 
yellow.  
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The antidot lattices are then realized in 
two steps. First the lattice of squares is 
patterned in a mr-POS EBR 0.3 resist by 
electron beam lithography. The dimension of 
the lattice is 70 x 70 µm². Then, the pattern is 
transferred in the CMS film by Ar+ ion beam 
etching in a dedicated ion beam etching 
chamber. An example of a square antidot 
pattern is shown in Fig. 1(a). The nominal 
lateral size s is 200 +/- 10 nm and the 
separation d is 600 +/- 10 nm and 800 +/- 10 
nm for the first and second sample, 
respectively. Let’s note that the antidots have 
more rounded edges for the sample with d = 
800 nm (images not shown here). Once the 
antidot lattice is made, it is separated from the 
rest of the CMS layer by Ar+ ion etching all 
around the MC on an area of about 800 x 800 
µm². Finally, a micro-antenna is deposited on 
top of the MC. Two kinds of antenna’s, one for 
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and one for 
micro-BLS experiments, were realized by LASER 
UV-lithography followed by a lift-off of 
Ti10nm/Cu200nm/Au30nm.  

Broadband FMR experiments were 
performed to measure the evolution of the 
resonance frequencies as a function of the 
external magnetic field. They are performed 
using the micro antenna shown in Fig. 1(c) 
corresponding to a portion of a coplanar 
waveguide shorted at one end. The micro 
antenna covers the surface of the MC and is 
insulated from the MC by a ≈ 200 nm thick Si3N4 
passivation layer deposited by magnetron 
sputtering. The width of the central and outer 
conductors is win = 30 and wout =15 µm 
respectively and the gap is g = 5 µm.  

The large central conductor allows for a 
microwave pumping field hRF with a very small 
k vector such as kmax ≈ 2π/win = 0.209 rad.μm−1. 
In order to evaluate the frequency shift 
induced by the non-zero wavevector with 
respect to the FMR mode (i.e k = 0 rad.μm−1), 
we calculated the f(k) dispersion curves for 
stripes of width 600 and 800 nm according to 
the Slavin-Kalinikos theory 3,38,64. We obtained 
a maximum shift of about 30 MHz for the mode 
n = 1 and even less for the modes with a higher 
quantization number n. Therefore, we 
considered in the following that we are close to 
the FMR configuration which normally implies 
a uniform hRF over the sample.  

Two different configurations were used in 
FMR experiments which are referred as field-
sweep or frequency-sweep FMR measurement 
in the following. In field-sweep FMR 
experiments, the external magnetic field H0 is 
swept from 300 mT to 0 mT while keeping the 
frequency of hRF constant. The antenna is 
connected with a non-magnetic microwave 
picoprobe (Southwest Factory) to an Agilent 
microwave source (0.1-30 GHz). The 
microwave reflected signal from the antenna 
passes through a circulator and a microwave 
diode connected to a lock-in amplifier. The 
excited SWs modes are then detected by 
synchronous detection as the variation of 
microwave power absorbed by the MC at the 
resonance field. For this, the applied field H0 is 
modulated with an amplitude of 0.2 mT at a 
frequency of 113 Hz. 

For frequency-sweep FMR measurements, 
the microwave frequency ωRF/2π of the 
pumping field is swept while keeping a 
constant H0 value. Here, the antenna is 
connected to a 0.1-20 GHz Anritsu Vectorial 
Network Analyzer (VNA). The spin wave 
spectra is measured as the difference ∆S11 = 
S11(H0) - S11(ref), where S11(H0) is the reflected 
signal from the antenna at a particular value of 
H0 and S11(ref) is the reflected signal measured 
at µ0H0 = 350 mT for which the spin wave 
spectrum is above 20 GHz. Frequency and field-
sweep measurements are performed with a 
microwave power set at -20 dBm on the 
generator output and H0 is applied either in the 
x or y directions. 

Micro-BLS was exploited to image the 
intensity of the SW modes. Micro-BLS 
measurements are performed by focusing a 
single-mode solid-state laser (with a 
wavelength of 532 nm) at normal incidence 
onto the sample surface using an objective 
with numerical aperture of 0.75, giving a spatial 
resolution of about 250 nm. A (3+3)-pass 
tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer is used to 
analyze the inelastically scattered light. A 
nanopositioning stage allows us to position the 
sample with a precision down to 10 nm on all 
three axes. The stripline antenna shown in the 
Fig. 1(d) and having a width of 2.5 µm, is fed 
with an electrical probe station ranging from dc 
up to 20 GHz to excite SWs. The antenna is 
isolated from the MC by a ≈ 150 nm thick Si3N4 
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passivation layer (light blue in Fig. 1d), while 
the rest of the MC is passivated with an only 50 
nm thick layer. The microwave power is set at 
+16 dBm on the microwave generator output. 
Micro-BLS measurements were carried out in 
Damon- Eshbach (DE) geometry applying a 
magnetic field along the y direction, i.e. parallel 
to the antenna.  

In order to explain the evolution of the 
SWs spectra as a function of H0, we used 
Mumax365 to perform micromagnetic 
simulations of the equilibrium magnetic states 
and dynamic SWs modes of the squared 
antidot lattices with the geometry shown in Fig. 
1(b). The unit cell is divided in cubic cells with 
dimensions 5 x 5 x 5 nm3, below the exchange 

length of the CMS 𝑙𝑒𝑥 =  √2𝐴/µ0𝑀𝑠
2  ≈

5.4 𝑛𝑚 as defined in the REF 66. To set the 
magnetic parameters in the simulations, we 
used the one obtained from FMR 
measurements (not shown here) performed on 
a piece of the CMS reference thin film. We 
obtained the saturation magnetization µ0Ms = 
1.28 T, the exchange constant A = 21 x 10-12 
J/m, the cubic crystal anisotropy constant K = 
10.1 x 103 J/m3 (µ0Hk ≈ 21 mT), the 
gyromagnetic ratio γ = 28.8 GHz/T and the 
Gilbert damping coefficient α = 2 x 10-3. Let’s 
note that we measured an extrinsic 
contribution to the linewidth ∆H0 = 2 mT which 
is not considered in the simulations. The film 
thickness is 45 nm. We used 2D periodic 
boundary conditions (PBC) in order to simulate 
an infinite MC. 

The equilibrium state is calculated at 
particular values of H0. We apply the field with 
a 1° misalignment with respect to the 
symmetry axes (x or y) of the MC to reproduce 
the uncertainty of alignment for H0 in the 
experiment. Once the equilibrium state is 
reached, the system is left to relax during 10 ns 
defining the initial remanent state used as the 
starting point for dynamic simulations.  

To calculate the frequencies of the SWs 
modes, we applied a spatially uniform 
magnetic pulse along the x axis with a temporal 
Sinc form. The cutting frequency of the pulse is 
30 GHz. The amplitude of hRF is 1 mT ensuring 
to be in the linear regime of SWs excitation. We 
then recorded 2048 magnetization files with a 
time step of 10 ps. This leads to a Nyquist 

frequency of 50 GHz. To obtain the SWs 
spectra, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is 
performed on the time varying z component of 
the magnetization Mz(𝑡) averaged over all cells. 

The SW profiles have also been calculated 
in the plane z = 45 nm (top surface of the MC). 
To do that, the initial equilibrium remanent 
state is first subtracted to each temporal 
magnetic file. Then, FFT and inverse FFT are 
performed for each cubic cell to respectively 
filter a particular frequency and recover the 
corresponding time evolution of the dynamic 
magnetization component in the direction of 
hRF, i.e. the mx component. The spin wave 
profiles shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 8 correspond to 
the snapshots at the time 𝜏 for which the 
amplitude of the mx(𝜏) component averaged 
over all cells is maximum. 
 

III. Results 
 

A. Spin wave modes in 
quasi-saturated states. 

 
Fig. 2(a) and (b) present field-sweep FMR 

measurements for the sample with d = 800 and 
600 nm, respectively. H0 is applied along the y 
direction, parallel to the length of the micro 
antenna (see Fig. 1c). The intensity of the 
microwave absorption signal as a function of 
ωRF/2π and H0 is color coded in grey scale, while 
top panels show examples of line-cuts of the 
signals recorded at 15 GHz as a function of H0.  

Many absorption peaks, corresponding to 
the different SWs modes excited by the micro 
antenna, are observed for both samples. 
Moreover, the two samples exhibit a similar 
behavior when µ0H0 ≥ 10 mT (the case 0 ≤ µ0H0 
< 10 mT will be discussed in the section III.C). In 
particular, two main signals, having large 
amplitude and referred as the mode A and B for 
the highest and lowest frequency peak 
respectively, are found in the whole 
investigated field range. We also observe 
increasing number of low frequency modes as 
H0 increases.  

These findings are very well reproduced 
by the micromagnetic simulations, as it can be 
seen in the Fig. 2(a) and (b), where the 
simulated frequencies are reported by colored 
symbols for the sample with d = 800 and 600 
nm, respectively. Their corresponding 
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calculated spatial profiles (i.e., snapshots of the 
dynamic mx amplitude) are presented in the Fig 
3 and 4, where the modes with the highest 

calculated amplitudes are surrounded by black 
dotted lines.  

 

 
 

FIG. 2 : Field-sweep FMR measurements for the sample with d = 800 (a) and 600 (b) nm. The amplitude of the 
Lock-in signal in (a) and (b) is color coded according to the color bar on the right. An example of the signal recorded 
at 15 GHz as a function of H0 is shown on the top of the images. The colored symbols in (a) and (b) correspond to 
the calculated spin waves modes whose spatial profiles are shown in the Fig. 3 and 4 respectively.   

 
As it can be seen, the calculated spatial 

profiles of the different SWs modes show a 
marked evolution as a function of the field 
amplitude, due to the changes of the 
equilibrium magnetic state. In particular, two 
equilibrium states, i.e. the quasi-saturated 
state for µ0H0 ≥ 50 mT and the intermediate 
states for 10 mT ≤ µ0H0 < 50 mT can be defined. 
In the quasi-saturated state, the edge domains 
around the antidots are very small and show a 
butterfly shape. Also, the magnetization in the 
horizontal channels is almost fully saturated in 
the direction of H0. Instead, in the intermediate 
state, the size of the edge domains increases 
spreading into the horizontal channels. In 
addition, their shape evolves with a rotation of 
the magnetization along the x direction due to 
the local shape anisotropy induced by the 
antidot. 

From the comparison between 
experiments and simulations, we deduce that 
the mode A observed in the field-sweep FMR 
measurements corresponds to localized modes 
(turquoise circle and triangle), having 
maximum precession amplitude between the 
antidots. In the quasi-saturated state this mode 

is characterized by a periodic pattern in the 
horizontal channels comprised between 
antidots, having a periodicity of approximately 
d along the x and y directions. In the 
intermediate state, this mode exhibits a more 
complex spatial profile with several oscillation 
in the horizontal channels. The mode B, 
instead, corresponds to extended modes 
(green and yellow circles, yellow triangle) 
characterized by a quasi-uniform 
magnetization precession amplitude within the 
horizontal channels comprised between rows 
of antidots. The spatial distribution of the 
magnetization precession for the modes A and 
B explains their strong FMR signal, because 
most of the magnetic volume oscillates in 
phase leading to a large coupling with hRF. 
Similar extended and localized modes have 
been reported in previous experiments 
performed in antidot lattices made of 
Permalloy for example67–73.  

It is interesting to notice that the spatial 
profile of mode B has a more pronounced field 
dependance as compared to the mode A. 
Indeed, at high field the mode B shows a non-
zero oscillation amplitude in between the 
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antidots, with a π dephasing with respect to the 
magnetization in the horizontal channel (see 
the green circle mode for example). When H0 
decreases, the oscillation amplitude between 
the antidots is reduced and the magnetization 
precession remains in the horizontal channel 
(yellow circle). Interestingly, such 
transformation from the green to yellow circle 
mode occurs at 100 mT and 150 mT for d = 800 
and 600 nm, respectively. This can be explained 
observing that when d decreases, it is more 
difficult to saturate the magnetization along 
the y direction between the antidots due to a 
more important contribution of the local 
demagnetizing field. Finally, in the 
intermediate state, one can observe for both 
samples that the region of quasi-uniform 
magnetization precession becomes confined in 
a narrower region comprised between edge 
domains where the precession amplitude is 
large and out of phase by π (yellow triangle). 

Simulations indicate that for both d values 
the mode observed at the highest frequency 
(represented by blue circle and blue triangle 
modes) in the quasi-saturated state, 
corresponds to localized SW modes showing a 
periodic pattern along the x and y directions 
with a periodicity of approximately d in both 
directions. In the intermediate state these 
modes are observed to disappear due to the 
modification of the static magnetic 
configuration. Moreover, simulations 
reproduce the presence for high field values of 
additional modes at frequencies below the 
main peak B. They correspond to the red and 
violet circles, red square and red star modes, 
which can be considered as extended modes 
along the x direction.  

The red circle and red star modes can be 
compared to quantized modes in stripes 
geometrically defined by the uniformly 
magnetized region confined between edge 
domains, showing 3 and 5 antinodes along y, 
respectively. However, the analogy with stripes 
is not straightforward since a strong precession 
is also observed inside (red circle at µ0H0 = 50 
mT, red star) or in between (red circle at µ0H0 ≥ 
100 mT) the edge domains. Such complex 
spatial structure leads to a small signal 
amplitude both experimentally and in the 
simulations since the spatially averaged 
dynamic components tend to cancel. For d = 

800 nm, when increasing the amplitude of H0 
the red circle turns into the red squares mode 
which shows an even more complex structure 
along x.  

For the mode described by the violet 
circle, the magnetization precession is strong in 
a narrow channel localized very closed to the 
antidots and it becomes more and more 
confined and localized around the antidots 
when increasing H0. Such feature explains why 
its experimental signature becomes less and 
less visible at high field due to the weak 
coupling with the antenna. Also, its peculiar 
spatial profile make this mode very sensitive to 
geometrical imperfections of the antidots 
where small variations of shapes and sizes 
induce large resonance frequencies shifts and 
broadening of the peaks74. Similar arguments 
can explain the vanishing at high fields of the 
edge modes localized in the edge domains and 
represented by the dark blue circle mode in the 
simulations. In opposite, one can notice that 
the experimental signal of this mode becomes 
stronger when decreasing H0. This is because 
there is a larger magnetization volume that 
oscillates, not only inside the larger edge 
domains but also between antidots as shown 
by the modes described by the dark blue 
triangle.  

Note that the only noticeable difference 
between d = 800 and 600 nm for the calculated 
SW spectra in the quasi-saturated state is the 
presence of an additional mode for d = 800 nm 
lying between the modes A and B. This mode is 
described as an orange circle in the Fig. 2(a) 
and Fig. 3. Simulations reproduce the evolution 
of its frequency position which tends to be 
closer from the main peak A (B) at low (high) 
field. Because of its complex spatial structure, 
it is not obvious to define whether it is more of 
an extended or localized mode. Nevertheless, 
it is also periodic along the x and y directions, 
with a periodicity of approximately d along x 
and d/2 along y. 

Finally, one can observe that in the 
intermediate state there is the appearance of 
new modes described as crosses surrounded 
by a circle or a square. As can be seen, their 
spatial profiles are impacted by the presence of 
edge domains. Even if the experimental 
intermediate state is obviously dependent on 
the local geometrical inhomogeneities of the 
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antidots, we still observe a very good 
agreement between the experimental FMR 

measurements and simulated SW modes for 
both samples. 

 

 
 

FIG. 3 : Micromagnetic calculations of the equilibrium magnetic states and spatial profiles of the dynamic modes 
for a MC with s = 200 nm and d = 800 nm.  Each column shows, from the top to the bottom, the equilibrium 
magnetic state and the dynamic mx components calculated as described in the section II. Below each equilibrium 
magnetic state, a zoom around one antidot is shown as an example to observe the magnetization distribution in 
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the edge domain. The colored symbols describe the different spin waves modes and are the same as in Fig. 2. (a). 
Antidots are schematically shown by black squares.   

 

 
 

FIG. 4 : Micromagnetic calculations of the equilibrium magnetic states and spatial profiles of the dynamic modes 
for a MC with s = 200 nm and d = 600 nm.  Each column shows, from the top to the bottom, the equilibrium 
magnetic state and the dynamic mx components calculated as described in the section II. Below each equilibrium 
magnetic state, a zoom around one antidot is shown as an example to observe the magnetization distribution in 
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the edge domain. The colored symbols describe the different spin waves modes and are the same as in Fig. 2. (b).  
Antidots are schematically shown by black squares.

B. BLS Spectra and mapping of spin 
waves in quasi-saturated states. 

 
In order to complement micromagnetic 

simulations and FMR experiments, two-
dimensional imaging of the SW modes in the 
quasi-saturated equilibrium state was carried 
out for both samples by means of micro-BLS to 
study the evolution of the SWs spatial profile as 
a function of the geometrical parameters and 
the intensity of the applied field.  

First, micro-BLS measurements were 
performed measuring the SW intensity as a 
function of excitation frequency in the range 
between 2 and 16 GHz. BLS spectra recorded 

applying an external field 0H0 = 100 mT and 50 
mT for the samples with d = 800 and 600 nm 
are reported in the panels (a) and (d) of the Fig. 
5 and 6, respectively. For both samples, the BLS 
spectra show two intense peaks, and a less 
intense peak at lower frequency. 

When the external field is reduced, all the 
three peaks are observed to shift at lower 
frequencies. Note that the measured BLS 
frequencies of the most intense peaks agree 
very well with those in frequency-sweep FMR 
measurements (panels (b) and (e) of Fig. 5 and 
6) and in the calculated SW spectra (panels (c) 
and (f) of Fig. 5 and 6). 
 

 

FIG. 5 : Spin waves spectra recorded by BLS for d = 800 nm at µ0H0 = 100 mT (a) and µ0H0 = 50 mT (d). On top of 
each spectrum, we present the BLS intensity mapping recorded at the frequencies of the two main modes shown 
by the yellow and turquoise circles. Frequency-sweep FMR measurements performed for d = 800 nm at µ0H0 = 
100 mT (b) and µ0H0 = 50 mT (e). FFT spectra calculated for d = 800 nm at µ0H0 = 100 mT (c) and µ0H0 = 50 mT (f). 
The insets in (c) and (f) present the spatial distribution of the calculated FFT amplitude at the frequencies of the 
two main modes shown by the yellow and turquoise circles. In all panels, the colored symbols are the same as the 
ones used in the Fig. 3.
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Then, for the two most intense modes, a 
2D map of the BLS intensity was acquired at 
fixed frequency over an area of about 5 × 5 μm2 
with 250 nm step size. Such mappings are 
shown at the top of the panels (a) an (d) of the 
Fig. 5. and 6. As it can be seen, the higher 
frequency mode always corresponds to a 
localized mode, having the largest amplitude in 
the region comprised between the antidots, 
while the lower frequency mode corresponds 
to an extended mode propagating in the 
horizontal channels, perpendicularly to the 

external field (DE configuration), in good 
agreement with the calculated spatial profiles 
of the modes described by the yellow and 
turquoise circles.  

Moreover, from the comparison between 
the experimental BLS spectra and the 
micromagnetic simulations, the peak at lower 
frequency can be labelled as an edge mode 
(dark blue circle). However, due to the small 
lateral size of the antidots, the spatial 
localization of this mode cannot be resolved in 
the two-dimensional micro-BLS maps.

 

 

FIG. 6 : Spin waves spectra recorded by BLS for d = 600 nm at µ0H0 = 100 mT (a) and µ0H0 = 50 mT (d). On top of 
each spectrum, we present the BLS intensity mapping recorded at the frequencies of the two main modes shown 
by the yellow and turquoise circles. Frequency-sweep FMR measurements performed for d = 600 nm at µ0H0 = 
100 mT (b) and µ0H0 = 50 mT (e). FFT spectra calculated for d = 600 nm at µ0H0 = 100 mT (c) and µ0H0 = 50 mT (f). 
The insets in (c) and (f) present the spatial distribution of the calculated FFT amplitude at the frequencies of the 
two main modes shown by the yellow and turquoise circles. In all panels, the colored symbols are the same as the 
ones used in the Fig.  4.

In agreement with previous studies, both 
BLS and frequency-sweep FMR measurements 
demonstrate that the variation of dipolar 
energy with d has opposite effect depending on 
the mode spatial localization. For the extended 

mode the frequency is higher in the sample 
with d = 800 nm while for the localized mode it 
is higher for d = 600 nm. As a consequence, the 
frequency difference between the extended 
and localized modes increases when 
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decreasing d as was already clearly observed in 
the Fig. 2. This opposite trend as a function of 
the aspect ratio t/d (thickness over the width 
of the channels comprised between the 
antidots) has been ascribed to the fact that the 
extended modes can be considered as the 
resonances of transversely magnetized 
horizontal channels, whereas the localized 
mode is the lowest resonant mode of a 
longitudinally magnetized vertical channels75.  

Fig.7 shows the evolution of the BLS 
intensity of the extended mode recorded as a 
function of the distance from the antenna and 
for the two values of d.  In order to take into 
account the variations of the SW propagation 
in the different regions of the sample, we 
record the signal at the center of the horizontal 
channels comprised between the rows of 
antidots and we integrate it over all horizontal 
channels. Finally, the intensity is normalized by 
its value at the first pixel position to allow 
comparison of decay lengths at different H0 

values. The decay length D of the SW intensity 
can then be estimated from the fit of the 
intensity according to the equation: 

 

𝐼(𝑥) = exp (−
2𝑥

𝜆𝐷
) + 𝐼0  (1) 

 
where x is the distance from the antenna 

and I0 the offset intensity.   

As reported in the Fig. 7., we found that D 
is comprised in the range between 4 and 6.5 
µm. Note that these values are of the same 
order of magnitude as the decay lengths 
observed in YIG waveguides with geometric 
dimensions similar to those of the channels 
comprised between the antidots76–78. 

Moreover D values don’t show a clear 
tendency on changing d or H0, indicating that 
SWs propagation is mainly affected by the local 
geometrical imperfections of the antidots 

array. Indeed, D is theoretically related to the 
frequency linewidth at half maximum ∆f of the 

resonance peak by the equation D = 2Vg/∆f, 
with Vg the group velocity of the SW mode. In 
MC, ∆f is higher than in the thin film or bulk 
material because of the local variation of the 
internal field due to the antidot shape35,79 or 
the SWs reflections80.  

A rough estimation of Vg of this mode can 
still be obtained considering as a good 

approximation the ∆f values estimated from 
the frequency-sweep FMR measurements 
shown in the Fig. 5 (b) and 6 (b). This leads to 
Vg of the order of 1.1 and 0.7 km.s-1 for d = 800 
and 600 nm respectively. Let’s note that for d = 
800 nm, while λD is different for both H0 values, 
Vg is roughly equivalent because the 
estimation of ∆f at µ0H0 = 100 mT is made 
difficult by the mixing of the yellow and green 
modes. 
 

 
 
FIG. 7 : Evolution of spin wave intensity of the 
extended mode as a function of the distance x from 
the antenna for d = 800 nm (a) and 600 nm (b). The 
squares correspond to experimental data and lines 
correspond to the fit with the value of λD given in the 
figure. 

 
C. Spin wave modes at low fields 

and reconfigurable microwave 
spectrum at remanence. 

 
When µ0H0 is decreased below 10 mT and 

down to the remanence, we observe some 
major differences between the SW spectra of 
the two samples presented in the Fig. 2. For 
example, the mode A and B vanish for d = 600 
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nm and many low intensity modes appear in 
the range 2-10 GHz. In opposite, for d = 800 nm, 
the spectrum shows similar tendencies from 
the intermediate state down to the 
remanence. Let’s note that for the sake of 
clarity, we do not report on the Fig. 2. the 
frequency positions of the spin waves modes 
calculated at remanence. 

These differences are related to the cubic 
crystal anisotropy of the CMS which implies 
different equilibrium states as a function of d. 
For 800 nm, the crystal anisotropy allows to 
keep a large part of the magnetization in the 
horizontal channel aligned in the direction of 
H0, even at the remanence. As an example, the 
Fig. 8. (b) shows the REM Y state corresponding 
to the magnetic equilibrium configuration 
calculated after a saturation field was applied 
along the y direction. Because edge domains 
are only a little larger than in the intermediate 
state, the spatial profile of the 5 main 
calculated modes are very similar as those 
calculated at µ0H0 = 10 mT. This is highlighted 
in the Fig. 8 (b) with the colored symbols used 
to sort the SW modes in the Fig. 3.  

On the contrary, for d = 600 nm, the cubic 
anisotropy is not strong enough to counter 
balance the antidot induced shape anisotropy. 
Therefore, edge domains continue to spread in 
the channel until they collapse, leaving 
magnetic domains referred as diagonal 
domains. Those ones connect diagonally 
aligned antidots and the magnetization in the 
domains is roughly aligned at 45° from the x or 
y axes as shown by the REM Y state in the Fig. 
8(d). Therefore, the brutal change in the FMR 
spectrum observed in Fig. 2. (b) around µ0H0 ≈ 
10 mT can be explained by the continuously 
evolving equilibrium state until the diagonal 
domains are formed. These ones also strongly 
impact the profiles of the 6 main calculated 
SWs modes as shown in the Fig. 8. (d).  

As the cubic anisotropy impacts the CMS 
remanent states, it can be used to achieve 
reconfigurable microwave operations at zero 
field by stabilizing different magnetic 
configurations after a saturation field was 
applied either in the x (REM X) or y (REM y) 
direction.  To demonstrate it, we performed for 
the two samples frequency-sweep FMR 
measurements and micromagnetic simulations 
in the REM Y and REM X states.  

For d = 800 nm, reconfigurable SW modes 
are well demonstrated both in the 
experimental and calculated spectra presented 
in the Fig. 8(a). Indeed, we measure 5 main 
modes in the REM Y state which are strongly 
extinguished in the REM X state, in very good 
agreement with the calculated spectra. This is 
because most of the magnetization in the REM 
X state is parallel to hRF, except in the edge 
domains where a small part of the magnetic 
volume can still couple with hRF. The spatial 
profiles of the SWs modes in the REM X state 
shown in the Fig. 8(b) confirm the very weak 
precession amplitude for all modes except for 
the mode 1, for which the magnetization 
precession is mainly localized in the edge 
domains and explaining why it is not 
completely attenuated in the calculated 
spectrum.  

Let’s note that even if the frequencies of 
the calculated and experimental main SWs 
modes agree very well in the REM Y state, we 
notice that their experimental frequency 
linewidths are broader than in the simulation. 
This is attributed to the aforementioned 
geometrical imperfections of the antidots 
which lead to local variations of the equilibrium 
magnetic configuration. Therefore, we were 
not able to distinguish experimentally all the 
low intensity modes expected from the 
simulations. Also, the ∆S11 measurements 
presented here at remanence are exactly the 
same if the saturation field is 300 or 10 mT. This 
allows to foresee devices with a relatively small 
reconfigurable field which is required in the 
context of green technology and low energy 
consumption devices.  

For d = 600 nm, the frequency-sweep FMR 
measurement presented in Fig. 8. (c) shows 
several well-defined SWs modes in the REM Y 
state confirming the small geometrical 
dispersion of the antidots for this sample. In 
opposite to the case d = 800 nm, we still 
observe a small signature of some of them in 
the REM X state. Simulations explain such 
features by the fact that the magnetization 
inside the diagonal domains can always couple 
to hRF. This is observed in the Fig. 8(d) where 
the spatial profiles of the 6 main modes show a 
non-negligible precession amplitude in the 
diagonal domain for the REM X state. As a 
consequence, the simulated spectra 
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demonstrate that the modes 1, 2, 5 and 6 are 
not expected to be fully attenuated in the REM 
X state while the modes 3 and 4 and the low 
intensity modes in between them must be 

extinguished. Indeed, for these modes, the 
local π dephasing of the magnetization 
precession across the sample cancels out the 
averaged dynamic component.  

 
FIG. 8 : Frequency-sweep FMR measurement (top) and calculated FFT spectra (bottom) for the REM Y and REM X 
remanent states when d = 800 nm (a) and 600 nm (c).  Simulations for d = 800 nm (b) and 600 nm (d) of the 
equilibrium REM Y and REM X states and of the mx spatial profile of the main dynamic modes numbered in (a) 
and (c) respectively.   
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Therefore, for d = 600 nm, we can 
conclude that simulations describe 
qualitatively well the experimental spectra for 
the modes 2 to 6. They only fail to describe why 
the mode 1 is almost invisible in the frequency-
sweep FMR measurement in the REM X state 
while simulations predict only a relatively weak 
attenuation. For the moment we have no clear 
explanation for this observation. We assume 
that it is related to the particular spatial profile 
of this mode in the REM X state. Indeed, the 
magnetization precession is strong in the 
domain walls surrounding the diagonal 
domain. Such walls have shapes and sizes 
intrinsically very sensitive to even small local 
variations of geometry around the antidot, 
which are not considered in our simulations. 
These variations can lead to a local dephasing 
of the precession across the sample and then 
to a decrease of the signal. It is worth to 
mention that local variations of the shape and 
size of the diagonal domains or of the edge 
domains can also explain why the experimental 
signal of the mode 1 for d = 800 and 600 nm in 
the REM Y state is not the most intense 
experimental peak as expected from 
simulations.  

To find out more about the benefits of 
using the cubic anisotropy to make 
reconfigurable microwave operations, even in 
the case of strongly non uniform remanent 
states, we compared the previous FFT spectra 
calculated for CMS in the REM X and REM Y 
states with those calculated for a MC having 
the same geometry but made of Permalloy. 
Indeed, this magnetic material is a widely used 
both in fundamental studies and applications. 
In particular, it presents a magnetization value 
µ0Ms = 1 T which is close to the value for the 
CMS (1.3 T) but it has no crystalline anisotropy. 
Let’s note that for the sake of clarity we 
performed the micromagnetic simulations with 
a damping coefficient α = 2 x 10-3 equal to the 
one used for CMS. But its normal value is about 
6 x 10-3. The results are shown in the Fig. 9 
where we also present the simulation of the 
remanent states in the Permalloy MCs. 

For d = 800 nm, the difference with the 
spectra of Fig. 8(a) is obvious since most of the 
dynamic modes are only weakly attenuated in 
the REM X state. As discussed before, this is 
due to the presence of diagonal domains for 

both the REM X and REM Y states. Such 
domains are also present for d = 600 nm. For 
this d value, some differences appear with the 
spectra calculated for the CMS.  

 
FIG. 9 : FFT spectra in the REM Y and REM X 
remanent states calculated for a MC made of 
Permalloy with squared antidots with s = 200 nm 
and d = 800 nm (a) or 600 nm (b). Below each 
spectrum is shown the corresponding  REM X and 
REM Y states. 

 
Firstly, only one mode around 4 GHz is 

fully attenuated, whereas at least the modes 3 
and 4 were in Fig. 8(c). Secondly, the modes at 
high frequencies (≥ 6 GHz) are almost not 
attenuated at all in the case of Permalloy. We 
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then conclude that the cubic anisotropy of the 
CMS alloy favors the reconfigurability even in 
the case of non-uniform remanent states 
because it favors a more uniform 
magnetization in the direction of H0 in the 
region between the diagonal domains. 

For applications, it is interesting to point 
out that the frequency range of the dynamic 
modes in the CMS (≈ 2 – 10 GHz) is wider than 
in Permalloy (≈ 2 – 8 GHz) at remanence. The 
possibility to have some part of the channels 
uniformly magnetized, such as for the sample 
with d = 800 nm in the present work, also 
favors the propagation of magnetostatic 
surface spin waves  or magnetostatic backward 
volume waves for frequency filtering 
applications at remanence as discussed in the 
REF 81.  
 

Conclusion. 
 
In this work we performed a combined 
broadband FMR and micro-BLS study of SW 
modes in MCs made of squared antidots of 
lateral size 200 nm and spacing 800 or 600 nm 
etched in a thin film of Co2MnSi. The 
experimental results were explained by 
micromagnetic simulations, which enabled to 
calculate the frequency and the spatial profile 
of each mode, correlating their field evolution 
with the variation of the magnetic ground 
state. We demonstrated numerically and 
experimentally that when the intensity of the 
static magnetic field is >10 mT, the two main 
modes with the largest intensity in the 
spectrum of MCs correspond to a mode 
localized in the region between the antidots 
and a propagative mode extending in the 
channels comprised between the antidots, 
respectively.  For both the samples the decay 
length of the extended mode, estimated from 
micro-BLS measurements, was found to be in 
order of few microns, comparable with the 
values reported for YIG waveguides having 
geometrical dimensions similar to those of the 
channels comprised between antidots. 
Additional modes with lower intensities are 
also observed, whose number depends on the 
amplitude of the applied static magnetic field. 
When the applied magnetic field is < 10 mT, the 
SWs spectrum of the samples undergoes a 
strong variation because the edge domains 

around the antidots spread into the channels. 
In particular, in the sample with d = 600 nm the 
edge domains are found to collapse into larger 
domains connecting antidots aligned 
diagonally.  

Finally, we demonstrated that the cubic 
anisotropy of the Heusler alloy allows to obtain 
a reconfigurable microwave spectrum at 
remanence. Indeed, it counterbalances the 
local shape anisotropy induced by the antidots. 
For sufficiently large distance between the 
antidots, it favors quasi-uniform equilibrium 
remanent states. In particular, for a spacing of 
800 nm, we achieved experimentally a very 
strong attenuation of SW when switching 
between two perpendicular quasi uniform 
states which are not achievable with 
Permalloy. Such results were very well 
reproduced by micromagnetic simulations. For 
smaller antidot spacings leading to a non-
uniform equilibrium state, we have also 
observed reconfigurable SW modes in the 
CMS. Their number is higher than that 
calculated for a MC of the same dimensions in 
Permalloy, again due to the cubic anisotropy of 
the material. 

Our study opens some perspectives for 
the development of reconfigurable multi-band 
microwave devices based on simple geometry 
and taking advantage of the intrinsic properties 
of the materials such as the crystal anisotropy, 
which are not usually present in soft materials 
as Permalloy. 
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